Sustainability success principle:
Added value for your customers
We are passionate about producing pioneering coolants and high-performance lubricating greases. But did you know that our
sustainability concept is one of the key components of our success? In this newsletter,
we will show you how our sustainable ideas
are paving the way for your success.
Better protection for people and health
Top product performance is particularly important for your customers. Where a combination of pure power and comprehensive
health and safety is required, we have the
perfect products: With our label-free and
skin-compatible lubricants, you can give
your customers a significant advantage. This
is because many of our products already go
beyond the legal requirements, offer increased protection for employees and make the
working environment more sustainable.

passionate about nature. We also use resources sustainably and are currently developing
alternative products that use sustainable
raw materials. This has immediate benefits
for you: You can trust that you will receive
products with a consistently high quality,
which will last for the long term.

Increased awareness of the environment
and resources

Sustainable success

More sustainable protection — this also
means the protection of nature and natural
resources. For example, the Siebert lubricating greases are 100% biodegradable. This
ensures that they can be used risk-free in
landscape and water conservation areas — a
particular advantage for customers who are

To lay the foundations for the world of tomorrow, we are investing in the latest manufacturing technologies and digital networking
today. Because only by working in a modern
and future-oriented way can businesses consistently improve. For example, we have one
of the most modern grease factories in Eu-

rope and are advancing the digital networking of our production. This ensures the best
conditions for us to offer products that bring
tangible benefits to your customers‘ daily
operations, thereby providing planning security and sustainable success.
Let‘s work together to create a sustainable future for our industry.
We are available to answer any questions
you have about our future-oriented products.
Contact:
gerwen@siebertgmbh.com
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